We have examined whether the superficial layers of the superior colliculus (SC) provide the source of visual signals that guide the development of the auditory space map in the deeper layers. Anatomical tracing experiments with fluorescent microspheres revealed that a retinotopic map is present in the newborn ferret SC. Aspiration of the caudal region of the superficial layers of the right SC on postnatal day 0 did not cause a reorganization of this projection. Consequently, recordings made when the animals were mature showed that visual units in the remaining superficial layers in rostral SC had receptive fields that spanned a restricted region of anterior space. Auditory units recorded beneath the remaining superficial layers were tuned to corresponding anterior locations. Both the superficial layer visual map and the deeper layer auditory map were normal in the left, unoperated SC. The majority of auditory units recorded throughout the deeper layers ventral to the superficial layer lesion were also tuned to single sound directions. In this region of the SC, however, we observed much greater scatter in the distribution of preferred sound directions and a significant increase in the proportion of units with spatially ambiguous responses. The auditory representation was degraded, although many of these units were also visually responsive. Equivalent lesions of the superficial layers made in adult ferrets did not alter the topographic order in the auditory representation, suggesting that visual activity in these layers may be involved in aligning the different sensory maps in the developing SC.
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The registration of sensory maps in the superior colliculus (SC) allows the different cues associated with multisensory objects to be integrated in ways that facilitate goal-directed orienting behavior (Stein and Meredith, 1993) . Aligning these maps during development is an activity-dependent process that relies heavily on sensory experience. This applies particularly to the synthesis of a map of auditory space, which requires that SC neurons become tuned systematically to monaural and binaural localization cues that are initially encoded in separate brainstem pathways.
Several studies have highlighted the importance of visual experience in shaping the development of the map of auditory space. If the representation of visual space in the SC is shifted systematically by surgically deviating the eye in young ferrets (King et al., 1988) or by raising owls with prismatic spectacles that optically displace the visual field (Knudsen and Brainard, 1991) , a corresponding change takes place in the auditory map. Consequently, the alignment between the preferred visual and auditory stimulus locations is preserved. On the other hand, various abnormalities in the auditory representation have been reported in animals that have been deprived of visual cues during development (Withington-Wray et al., 1990; Withington, 1992; King and Carlile, 1993) .
The nature of the process by which visual signals calibrate the developing auditory responses is unknown. In prism-reared owls, changes in the auditory map are brought about by retuning neurons to interaural time differences (ITD) that correspond to the optically displaced visual map. These shifts in ITD tuning are first observed in the external nucleus of the inferior colliculus (ICX) (Brainard and Knudsen, 1993) , which projects topographically to the SC (Knudsen and Knudsen, 1983) . Paradoxically, the interaction between the two modalities, therefore, takes place in barn owls in what appears to be a purely auditory nucleus, rather than at the level of the bimodal neurons in the SC.
Although most neurons throughout the barn owl SC are bimodal (Knudsen, 1982) , the superficial layers of the mammalian SC are exclusively visual in function. Anatomical (Grantyn et al., 1984; Mooney et al., 1984 Mooney et al., , 1988 Moschovakis et al., 1988; Behan and Appell, 1992; Hall and Lee, 1997) and physiological (Mooney et al., 1992; Lee et al., 1997) studies have revealed the existence of columnar connections between the superficial visual and the deeper multisensory layers. Moreover, in ferrets, the superficial layers project topographically to the nucleus of the brachium of the inferior colliculus (BIN) (Baron et al., 1998) , the primary source of auditory input to the deep SC (Schnupp and King, 1997) .
These studies suggest that, in mammals, the superficial SC may be part of the circuit by which visual signals influence the maturation of auditory spatial tuning. If so, partial removal of this region early in development should result in a localized change in the underlying auditory map that is comparable to the effects of visual deprivation. To test this possibility, we have examined the effects on the visual and auditory representations of making restricted lesions of the superficial layers in both neonatal and adult ferrets.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Superior colliculus lesions.
A partial lesion of the superficial layers of the SC was made unilaterally in nine ferret kits from two different litters on the day of birth (P0). The animals were anesthetized with Saffan (Alfaxalone/Alfadolone acetate; Mallinckrodt Veterinary L td., Uxbridge, UK ; dose equivalent to 0.6 -0.8 ml / kg) and the midbrain exposed by removal of the overlying cranium and dura. At this age, the cortex does not overly the SC. The superficial layers of the right SC were sectioned mediolaterally, and the caudal region was removed by aspiration. C are was taken to avoid the adjacent inferior colliculus. At the conclusion of the surgery the animals were recovered and returned to their mothers.
Similar lesions were also made in the right SC of two adult ferrets (both just over 1 year in age) that were anesthetized with Saffan (2 ml / kg). The scalp was reflected, the cranium over the SC was removed, and the cortex was aspirated unilaterally to expose the right SC. Once the superficial layer ablation had been made, the brain cavity was packed with Sterispon (Allen and Hanbury, L ondon, UK), the cranium was replaced, and the scalp was sutured. The animals received antibiotic (Penbritin; SmithK line Beecham, Brentford, UK ; 0.2 ml, i.m.) and opiate analgesia (Temgesic; Reckitt and Colman, Hull, UK ; 0.05 ml, i.m.).
In each case, the extent of the lesion was determined both physiologically by recording visual responses in the remaining superficial layers and /or histologically when the animals were used in a terminal tract tracing or recording experiment.
Anatomical tracing e xperiments. The state of the retinocollicular projection was analyzed in a f urther nine newborn ferrets. P0 ferret kits were anesthetized either with ether or with Saffan, the scalp was reflected, and the cranium and dura over the SC were removed. In the initial experiments, multiple injections of either red or green fluorescent microspheres (L umaFluor, Naples, FL; diluted 1:10 with sterile saline) were made in caudal SC; usually, a single injection of the other tracer was made in rostral SC. In a subsequent group of animals, a single injection of one tracer was made in caudal SC, and a single injection of the other tracer was made in rostral SC; the separation of these paired injections was systematically varied. The volume of the single injections was 50 nl, and for the multiple injections a total volume of 100 -200 nl was injected. The cranium was replaced, the scalp was sutured, and the animals survived overnight in an incubator. After a terminal dose of pentobarbitone sodium (Sagatal; Rhône Mérieux, Harlow, UK ; 120 mg / kg, i.p.), the kits were perf used through the heart with PBS, followed by a brief perf usion with 1% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer. The superior pole of the cornea was marked with a knife cut, the eyes were removed, and the retinas were dissected out, post-fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer, and prepared as a flat mount. After removing the eyes, the perf usion continued with 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer. The brain was post-fixed and 30 m frozen sections were cut to allow reconstruction of the injection sites.
Analysis of the distribution of labeled ganglion cells was performed with a computer-microscope package, using a camera lucida to superimpose the mouse-drawn images over the image of the retina. The retinas were sampled at regular intervals (either at 500 or 200 m), and all the labeled cells in a sample box were counted (sample box size either 125 ϫ 125 m or 75 ϫ 75 m, respectively). C ells of one color were drawn, the screen was cleared, and then cells of the other color were drawn. The software identified candidate cells as double-labeled; these were then confirmed visually. Isodensity contours were drawn using Systat (Version 5.0 for Windows) and expressed as a percentage of the maximum number of cells of a given color found in a sample box in that retina. A graphics tablet was used to measure the retinal area bounded by the 20% and by the 40% contour lines; these areas were expressed as a percentage of the total retinal area. The segregation of the cells was also measured with a nearest neighbor analysis (Krug et al., 1998) . Briefly, the program determined whether the nearest neighbor of a given cell was labeled with the same or with a different tracer. A value of 1 was given if the neighbor was the same color and a value of 0 if different (if the cell was double-labeled, a value of 0.5 was used). Given equally sized populations of red and green cells, totally segregated populations will have an average neighbor value of 100%, and totally intermixed populations will have an average of 50%. Simulations have shown that changes in the relative sizes of the two populations cause the mean values for each population to deviate symmetrically away from the values found with matched populations, provided the ratio of population numbers is not Ͼ4:1 (Krug et al., 1998) . Consequently, we have averaged the two neighbor values (one for red cells and one for green cells) obtained on each retina and have excluded retinas in which the ratio of the two populations exceeded 4:1.
The state of the retinal projection was analyzed in three of the adult ferrets (Ͼ6 months of age) that had undergone partial ablation of the SC at P0 using retrograde tracing of horseradish peroxidase (HRP). The animals were anesthetized with Saffan (2 ml / kg, i.m.). The scalp was reflected, the cranium over the SC was removed, and the cortex was aspirated to reveal the SC. Multiple injections of HRP (20% in 2% DMSO in saline; total volume of 4 l) were made into the remaining rostral portions of the SC. The injections avoided the more medial portion of the SC to minimize spread across the midline. The brain cavity was packed with Sterispon, the cranium was replaced, and the scalp was sutured. The animals received injections of Penbritin (0.2 ml, i.m.) and Temgesic (0.05 ml, i.m.) and survived for 2-3 d. After a terminal dose of Sagatal (120 mg / kg, i.p.), the animals were perf used through the heart with PBS followed by a brief perf usion with 1% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer. The superior pole of the cornea was marked with a knife cut, the contralateral eye was removed, and the retina was dissected out, prepared as a flat mount, and post-fixed for 2 hr with 1% paraformaldehyde and 1.25% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffer. After removing the eye, the perf usion continued with 1% paraformaldehyde and 1.25% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffer. The retinas were reacted for HRP using a modified Hanker-Yates protocol (Perry and Linden, 1982) . The distribution of labeled ganglion cells was analyzed using the computer microscope, with a sample interval of 500 m and a sample box size of 125 ϫ 125 m.
Forty-eight hours before the terminal recording experiment, another three of the ferrets that had received lesions of the SC at P0 were reanesthetized with Saffan and 500 Ci of [ 3 H]proline (Amersham) were injected into the vitreous humor of the left eye. The post-fixed brains were cut parasagittally at 30 or 40 m. Air-dried sections were dehydrated, defatted, and then coated with nuclear research emulsion. The sections were exposed at 4°C for 4 -8 weeks and then developed. The developed sections were counter-stained with cresyl violet and coverslipped.
Electrophysiolog ical recording. Full details are given in K ing and Hutchings (1987) and Schnupp et al. (1995) . Six of the ferrets in which a partial lesion of the superficial layers had been made on P0 were prepared for electrophysiological recording when they were at least 7 months old. Recordings were also made from the two ferrets that had received caudal SC ablations in adulthood, beginning 105 and 111 d after surgery, respectively. Anesthesia was induced with Saffan and maintained during surgery by supplementary intravenous doses. Body temperature was maintained at ϳ39°C. A craniotomy was made bilaterally above the cortex overlying the SC and a minimal metal headholder, which surrounded both craniotomies and which supported the animal from behind, was attached to the skull. The eyelids were trimmed, the pupils were dilated with atropine sulfate, and the eyes were protected with zero refractive power contact lenses to allow mapping of visual receptive fields. To prevent eye movements, the ferrets were paralyzed with Flaxedil (gallamine triethiodide; Sigma, St. L ouis, MO; 12 mg, i.v.). Anesthesia and paralysis were maintained with a continuous intravenous inf usion of Nembutal (pentobarbitone sodium; Abbott Laboratories, Queensborough, UK ; 1 mg ⅐ kg Ϫ1 ⅐ hr Ϫ1 ) and Flaxedil (20 mg ⅐ kg Ϫ1 ⅐ hr Ϫ1 ), respectively. The ferrets were ventilated artificially with room air supplemented with 95% O 2 and 5% C O 2 , and the heart rate, electrocardiogram, electroencephalogram, and end-tidal C O 2 were monitored continuously.
All recordings were performed in an anechoic chamber. The animal was placed on a small table at the center of a vertical robotic hoop with a radius of 0.65 m (Annetts et al., 1987) . A Kef T27 loudspeaker and 1 cm diameter L ED were mounted on the hoop. Movement of the speaker-L ED assembly along the hoop allowed the vertical angle of the stimulus to be varied, whereas the azimuthal angle was varied by rotating the hoop around the animal. These movements were directed either by a remote control unit or by the data acquisition software.
Neural activity was recorded with a tungsten microelectrode that was lowered vertically through the intact cortex and into the SC using a remotely controlled, motorized microdrive. The neural signals were amplified (ϳ10,000 times), bandpass filtered (500 -5000 Hz), and digitized (25 kHz, 8 bit). Single units were isolated using our own spike-sorting software (Schnupp et al., 1995; Schnupp and K ing, 1997) . We typically isolated three single units at each recording site.
As the electrode was lowered vertically through the cortex, 100 msec light flashes were presented at a rate of ϳ0.8 Hz from a 1-cm-diameter L ED mounted in front of the contralateral eye. The appearance of a strong, characteristic response evoked by this flashing, stationary stimulus indicated that the electrode had entered the superficial layers of the SC. We then used the hoop-mounted L ED to map the receptive fields of both single units and multiunits in the superficial layers. Subsequently, the electrode was advanced into the deeper layers of the SC as auditory stimuli, consisting of 100 msec broadband noise bursts (30 -30,000 Hz, 100 msec duration with a 5 msec rise/fall time), were delivered with an interstimulus interval of ϳ1.5 sec from the hoop-mounted speaker. In those tracks in which the superficial layers were missing, no strong visual drive was encountered. The electrode was therefore advanced with both noise bursts and visual stimuli presented from within the contralateral hemifield.
Once an acoustically responsive unit was isolated, we estimated its threshold with the loudspeaker positioned near the receptive field center of the visual responses obtained in the superficial layers of the same electrode track or, if no superficial layer visual responses were encountered, at the angle from which the strongest auditory response was elicited for previous units in the track. To obtain the threshold, the sound level was reduced in 5 or 10 dB steps until the 95% confidence interval for the number of evoked spikes overlapped the baseline of spontaneous activity and a clear peak in the peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) was no longer apparent. We then determined the spatial response profile of each unit by measuring the response in 20°azimuth steps from positions 160°contralateral to 160°ipsilateral to the recording site. The vertical coordinates of the speaker were held constant at the elevation of the visual receptive field center for the overlying superficial layers. For some of the electrode penetrations in which no superficial layer visual activity was encountered, we also measured auditory elevation profiles to ensure that the loudspeaker was positioned at an optimum angle for mapping the azimuth profile. All auditory responses were mapped at a sound level of 20 -30 dB above unit threshold. Because the largest interaural level differences generated by the ferret's head are ϳ25 dB (C arlile, 1990; C arlile and K ing, 1994) , this stimulus level will provide binaural cues at all frequencies and positions.
The discharge of the unit was measured in response to 20 stimulus presentations at each speaker position. After the first spatial profile was obtained we often redetermined the auditory unit threshold at the speaker position that gave the strongest response. The duration of the response was estimated by inspection of the PSTH pooled over all the data for each unit. This was used to set a window within which spikes were counted to measure the strength of the response. The period from 500 -1000 msec after stimulus onset, well after the end of the stimulusevoked response, was used to derive an estimate of the spontaneous activity of each unit. The number of stimulus-evoked spikes was calculated as the mean number of spikes per presentation in the response period minus the number of spikes during an equivalent length of time in the spontaneous period. Azimuth profiles were classified objectively by the data acquisition software into one of five categories: "tuned", "bilobed", "broad", "complex", or "omnidirectional". T uned profiles contained a single peak, whereas bilobed profiles had two peaks, and complex cells had more than two. A peak in the response profile was defined as a region of at least 80% of the maximal response, flanked by regions with Յ40% of the maximal response, with the flanking regions not Ͼ160°apart. Broad cells exhibited a response peak that was wider than 160°; whereas omnidirectional responses remained above 40% of the maximum at all speaker positions tested. These same classification criteria are used routinely in this laboratory and, therefore, allow a direct comparison of the results reported here with those from previous studies.
Histolog ical reconstructions of recording sites. Recording sites were marked with small electrolytic lesions (Ϫ5 A for 5 sec). At the end of the recording session, typically after ϳ40 hr of recording, the animal was overdosed with Sagatal and perf used through the heart with PBS followed by 10% formal saline. The brainstem was removed, cryoprotected with 30% sucrose, and cut into 50 m coronal sections on a freezing microtome. The Nissl-stained sections were used to assess the extent of the neonatal lesion and to reconstruct the recording sites. The histological coordinates of each recording site were expressed as a fraction of SC length and width and then plotted on a standardized SC template. The rostrocaudal coordinates of the recording sites were measured from the rostrolateral border on this standardized template in a direction normal to the isoazimuth contours previously described in normal, adult ferrets .
RESULTS
Retinocollicular topography at P0
With one exception, all retinas of animals injected at P0 gave a clear segregation of the red-and green-labeled populations of ganglion cells after injections of label into the SC. Figure 1 illustrates the distributions of labeled ganglion cells in three retinas taken from animals in which the separation of paired injections of tracer was varied systematically. In each of these animals, the green injection was placed caudally and slightly laterally, and the red injection was placed more rostrally; the separations give the distances between the centers of the injection sites. The dashed lines indicate isodensity contours for the redand the green-labeled populations. In each case, the outer contour encloses the area of retina where the density of labeled ganglion cells was at least 20% of the peak density found for that color. The retina in Figure 1 A displays the least segregation of any retina in the series with considerable overlap in the contours for the red and green populations. In fact, Ͼ50% of the cells in the red focus, the smaller population, were double-labeled. The pattern of retinal labeling was not caused by overlapping injection sites; although only 240 m separated the injections, the diameter of the green injection site was 100 m, and that of the red site was 70 m. Despite the lack of segregation of red and green cells, the isodensity contour revealed that the greatest density of red cells was temporal to the center of the green population, as expected from the adult map. With increasing injection site separation, the segregation of the foci of red-and green-labeled ganglion cells increased ( Fig. 1 B, C) , and the number of double-labeled cells decreased. No double labeling was found in the retina shown in Figure 1C , which is from the animal with the most widely separated injection sites.
The isodensity contour analysis reveals clear topography in the retinocollicular projection of the newborn ferret. The projection is not a strict point-to-point mapping, because there is both convergence and divergence in the projection. Thus, two points 240 m apart in the SC receive input from substantially overlapping retinal areas (Fig. 1 A) , and the axons of many retinal ganglion cells contact both sites. One indication of the retinal convergence is that the average injection site (in animals receiving only single injections of any one tracer) occupied just over 1% of the area of the SC, whereas the average percentage of retina labeled at 20% of peak density was 14%; this value drops to 6.5% if the 40% isodensity contours are used. Another measure of topographic precision is the nearest neighbor value. Figure 2 illustrates how this changes with separation of the injection sites, showing increasing segregation with separation. The nearest neighbor value measures the scatter in the total populations of labeled cells and so is sensitive to the numbers of labeled ganglion cells distributed across the retina that are not shown by the isodensity contours. On average, ϳ20% (mean ϭ 21.7%; SD ϭ 12.4; n ϭ 8) of the labeled cells in a given retina fell outside the 20% density contour line. Thus, even when the injection sites were separated by 1 mm and the isodensity contours were clearly segregated (Fig. 1C) , the neighbor value was still Ͻ100%. Because this halo of labeled cells scattered across the retina is not seen after injections in the adult SC (Wingate et al., 1992 ; I. D. Thompson, unpublished observations) , these cells are presumably eliminated by ganglion cell death in the neonate.
Effect of neonatal superficial layer lesions on the representation of visual space
The volume of tissue aspirated at P0 was assessed in adult ferrets by examination of Nissl-stained sections. In the six animals used for electrophysiological recording, we estimated that between 40 and 90% of the superficial layers had been removed from the right SC. In most cases, ϳ50% of the superficial SC was left intact. The aspirated area extended forward from the caudal end of the SC and, in one animal, included part of the dorsal inferior colliculus. Auditory data from this animal were, therefore, not included in this study. In most cases, the neonatal surgery removed the stratum griseum superficiale (SGS) across the full mediolateral extent of the SC, although we never observed any damage to the contralateral SC. Occasionally, the extreme medial or lateral regions of the SGS were found to be intact. This is illustrated by . Nearest neighbor analysis of the retinocollicular topography in P0 ferrets. For a given retina, we estimated the probabilities (1) that any green cell had as its nearest neighbor another green cell and (2) that any red cell had as its nearest neighbor another red cell. These two probabilities were averaged to give a mean neighbor value for each retina (a value of 100% indicates two totally segregated populations, and a value of 50% indicates two totally overlapping populations). All the retinas analyzed for this figure were taken from ferrets that had a single injection of tracer in more rostral SC, and the separations indicate the distance between the center of the rostral injection and the center of the more caudal injection (in 3 cases, multiple caudal injections were made that were spaced mediolaterally; the separation gives the closest site). The graph shows how increasing the separation of the injections produces increasingly segregated populations of labeled retinal ganglion cells. However, even with a separation of Ͼ1 mm, the neighbor value does not reach 100% in P0 ferrets.
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dorsal views of the left SC on which the green (open area) and red ( filled area) injection sites have been plotted. The separation of the green and red injection sites was systematically varied across animals; the distance between the centers of the injection sites in the SC is given below each dorsal view. The retinas were sampled at 500 m intervals, and the number of labeled cells was counted in a sample box of 125 ϫ 125 m. The isodensity contours for cells containing green beads and cells containing red beads have been plotted separately ( fine hatching for green and bold dashes for red). For each retina and for each population of cells, the maximum number of cells in a sample box was noted, and the isodensity contours reflect 20% intervals of this peak density. Note that the separation between the retinal loci most heavily labeled by red or green beads varies with the spacing of the injections in the SC. S, Superior; T, temporal; I, inferior; N, nasal; L, lateral; R, rostral; M, medial, C, caudal. the coronal sections shown in Figure 3 , A and B, which are taken from one of the animals used for recording. The section in Figure  3A shows a rostral region of the SC where the superficial layers are completely intact, whereas most of the SGS and stratum opticum (SO) are missing from the more caudal section in Figure  3B . As an additional means of estimating the extent of the neonatal aspiration, we prepared parasagittal sections from three of the ferrets for autoradiography after injecting [ 3 H]proline into the contralateral eye 2 d before the recording experiment. An example is shown in Figure 3C , which illustrates that the labeling of retinocollicular terminals is restricted to the remaining rostral portion of the superficial layers.
At least part of the SO appeared to be intact in many sections. Occasional sections from some, but not all, animals showed evidence of localized damage to the dorsal part of the stratum griseum intermediale (SGI). Because of the extensive intrinsic connections found within the deeper layers of the SC (Behan and Kime, 1996; Meredith and Ramoa, 1998) , the data recorded in regions of the SC where any of the SGI appeared to be missing were excluded.
In each of the lesioned animals, we mapped the visual receptive fields of multiunit activity recorded in the remaining, intact superficial layers. The variation in visual best azimuth with recording site for these electrode penetrations is shown in Figure 4 A. Multiunit data obtained from the left, control SC in the same animals are shown in Figure 4 B. The rostrocaudal extent of the remaining superficial layers of the SC on the lesioned side was sampled at intervals of 200 m or less, whereas larger electrode track separations were used for other parts of the nucleus. Histological reconstructions of the recording sites confirmed that the absence of data points in the caudal part of Figure 4 A closely matched the extent of the superficial layer lesion. Consequently, ferret 9454, which had the smallest lesion, yielded the most data points.
The visual best azimuths of the multiunit responses recorded in the remaining superficial layers tended to lie within or close to the range of values represented in this part of the nucleus in normal, adult ferrets, although most of the data from ferrets 9349 and 9456 fell just outside the normal range (Fig. 4 A) . The region of the visual field mapped in each animal was determined by the size Figure 3 . Partial lesions of the superficial layers of the SC. A, B, Nissl-stained coronal sections through two regions of the right SC of an adult ferret in which the caudal pole of the superficial layers had been removed on P0. In each case, the white dashed lines indicate the lower border of the stratum opticum. This border was determined by a caref ul examination of the sections using both light-field and dark-field illumination and by comparison with other sections of the ferret SC that were treated with a myelin stain. The rostral section ( A) shows intact superficial layers, whereas, in the caudal section ( B), these layers are missing across most of the mediolateral extent of the nucleus. C, Parasagittal, Nissl-stained section of the midbrain of an adult ferret in which the caudal region of the superficial layers had been aspirated at P0. T wo days before the terminal recording experiment, this animal received an intraocular injection of [ 3 H]proline. The midbrain was then prepared for autoradiography. The terminal labeling in the remaining portion of the superficial layers of the SC is shown by the distribution of black silver grains. At this mediolateral level of the SC, the superficial layers would normally extend more caudally as indicated by the black dashed line. In this animal, ϳ50% of the superficial region was removed by the neonatal surgery. SC, Superior colliculus; IC, inferior colliculus.
of the lesion and, therefore, did not include the posterior locations that are normally represented in caudal SC. In contrast, the visual representation on the control side (Fig. 4 B) was entirely normal.
For most recording sites in the residual superficial layers of the right SC, we also isolated single units and mapped their receptive fields. Differences between single and multiunit visual receptive fields have been reported after neonatal, partial SC lesions in hamsters (Finlay et al., 1979; Pallas and Finlay, 1989) and visual deprivation in Xenopus (Keating and Kennard, 1987) . We therefore examined the relationship between the best azimuths of the single-unit responses and their rostrocaudal location in the superficial layers (Fig. 5) . Many of the single-unit best azimuths fell outside the range covered by the multiunit data from normal adult ferrets, typically yielding more nasal best azimuths than would have been expected from their recording sites. Most of these data were recorded from ferrets 9349 and 9456, which also gave more nasal multiunit receptive fields than in normal animals. This was not caused by abnormal eye position in these animals; the azimuthal coordinates of the back-projected optic disc position were, in both cases, within 1°of the mean value based on 38 normal, adult ferrets. The apparent anterior shift in the distribution of visual best azimuths may reflect a change in the curvature of part of the SC after the neonatal superficial layer lesion. Alternatively, it is possible that there may be an expansion in the representation of the central visual field in these two animals.
In none of the ferrets did we observe any indication of a compression of the visual field representation analogous to that reported for the hamster SC after partial lesions of the superficial layers at birth (Finlay et al., 1979; Pallas and Finlay, 1991) . We confirmed anatomically that neonatal lesions do not appear to induce a reorganization of the visual representation in the residual superficial layers by making multiple HRP injections into the SC. Figure 6 shows the distributions of retinal ganglion cells, retrogradely labeled from the SC, in two adult ferrets in which a caudal ablation of the superficial layers of the SC had been made on the day of birth. The isodensity contours again indicate the relative density of labeling compared with the peak local density in each retina. The outer contour line represents 10% of the peak density. Heav y labeling was found in the retina temporal, but not nasal, to the optic disc; no region within the nasal part of the retina reached 20% of the peak density. In particular, there was no evidence of a horizontal streak extending into nasal retina. In normal animals, the streak extends nasally, such that the density of the retinocollicular projection in midnasal retina is ϳ75% of that found at the area centralis (FitzGibbon et al., 1996) . Although at a low density, a number of ganglion cells were labeled in the nasal retina of the ferrets that had received neonatal caudal SC lesions. Whether these reflect rescue of the relatively small numbers of early topographic errors or a rewiring of cells that originally projected to caudal SC is not clear.
Effect of partial, neonatal lesions of the superficial layers on the responses of neurons in the deeper layers of the superior colliculus Distribution of acoustically responsive units
We were able to record acoustically responsive units throughout the intermediate and deep layers of the SC, both under the lesioned and nonlesioned areas. Auditory units were encountered immediately ventral to the lesion in the upper tier of the SGI where this formed the new dorsal surface of the nucleus. Azimuth response profiles were obtained for 126 units on the lesioned side and for 41 units on the control side. Of the units recorded on the lesioned side, 31 were found in electrode tracks that passed vertically through the remaining superficial layers from which visual responses were mapped. For brevity, the data obtained from these penetrations will be referred to as the Sϩ condition. The other 95 auditory units were recorded in the part of the SC where the superficial layers were missing, as indicated by a lack of characteristic visual activity and confirmed by subsequent histological reconstruction of the electrode penetrations. These units were recorded in three animals, with the majority coming from ferrets 9310 and 9349. They are referred to in the following sections as the SϪ condition, because they were unlikely to have received direct superficial layer inputs during postnatal development.
Bimodal units in the intermediate and deep layers
Once the auditory azimuth profile had been mapped, we tested some of the auditory units for visual sensitivity by positioning a bright flashing LED either at the same angle from which the strongest auditory response had been evoked or directly in front of the eye so that it filled most of the visual field. Of the 14 units in the Sϩ condition tested in this way, five (36%) were shown to be bimodal. In the SϪ condition, 35 of 58 auditory units tested (60%) also responded to visual stimulation, even though the superficial visual layers had been removed. Most of these bimodal units were found in the SGI. Only four units were tested in this Figure 6 . Flattened whole mounts of the retina in two adult ferrets showing the distribution of retrogradely labeled ganglion cells after multiple injections of HRP into the contralateral SC. The caudal part of the superficial layers of the SC had been aspirated at P0. The retinas were sampled at 500 m intervals, and the number of labeled cells was counted in a sample box of 125 ϫ 125 m. For each retina, the maximum number of cells in a sample box was noted, and the isodensity contours reflect 10% intervals, beginning at 10% of this peak density. The smallest contours, near the peak, are not shown. Note that the labeling is concentrated in the temporal retina. The two retinas differ in the extent to which inferior retina is labeled, which reflects a difference in the medial spread of the HRP injections in the SC. S, Superior; T, temporal; I, inferior; N, nasal.
way on the control side. Of these, two were found to be bimodal. The proportion of bimodal cells found in the SϪ condition is similar to that reported for the normal cat SC Stein 1986, 1990) .
Auditor y sensitivit y and responsiveness
The response strengths at the best loudspeaker position varied from 0.3-7.0 evoked spikes per presentation. The mean response at the best speaker position was highest in the SϪ condition with 1.46 evoked spikes per presentation (Ϯ1.17 SD), compared with 1.32 (Ϯ1.04) in the Sϩ condition and 0.90 (Ϯ0.66) on the unoperated control side. The difference between the SϪ condition and the unoperated side is statistically significant (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p ϭ 0.01). Unit thresholds also appeared to be significantly lower on average in the SϪ condition (mean 16 dB SPL) than in the Sϩ condition (25 dB SPL, Wilcoxon rank sum tests, p ϭ 0.01) or on the control side (22 dB SPL, p ϭ 0.004). L ower average thresholds for the SϪ units were observed consistently in every animal. The thresholds for the Sϩ condition and the control side were not significantly different ( p ϭ 0.33).
Auditor y spatial tuning
Because the superficial layer lesions were made along the rostrocaudal axis of the SC and, therefore, affected the nasotemporal extent of the visual field representation, we have restricted our analysis of auditory spatial tuning to the azimuthal dimension. As in previous studies (Schnupp et al., 1995) , we assigned the azimuth response profiles to different categories and compared the relative proportions in each with those previously reported for normal, adult ferrets at comparable sound levels with respect to unit threshold. On the control side, 70% (ϮSE of 7%) were classified as tuned, compared with 71 (Ϯ8%) in the Sϩ group, 79 (Ϯ4%) in the SϪ group, and 77 (Ϯ5%) in the normal, adult population. Using a statistical test for comparing percentages (Bailey, 1981) , we found that the proportion of tuned units in the four groups did not differ significantly from one another. The response profiles for the majority of the remaining units were classed as either bilobed or broad. More units exhibited ambiguously tuned bilobed response profiles in the SϪ group than in any of the other groups and were found in roughly equal proportion in ferrets 9310 and 9349. The difference between the proportion of bilobed response profiles in the SϪ group (17 of 95 units) and in the normal, adult ferrets (3 of 52 units) just reached significance (one-tailed test, p Ͻ 0.05).
To assess the sharpness of auditory spatial tuning, we measured the width of each azimuth response profile in which the response had fallen to 50% of maximum (50% bandwidth). As in previous studies, we included in this estimate all regions of the response profile that exceeded the 50% level, whether or not these regions were classified as separate peaks. The distribution of 50% bandwidths is shown by the histograms in Figure 7 . The spread in the histograms in each of the three experimental conditions is very close to that found in normal, adult ferrets. As expected from the very similar proportions of tuned units, we found no differences in the mean 50% bandwidths between any of the groups (105°for normal, adult ferrets, 114°on the control side, 104°in the Sϩ group, and 112°in the SϪ group; Wilcoxon rank sum tests, p Ͼ 0.25).
Auditor y topography
The topographic order in the auditory representation was assessed by plotting the azimuthal best position (where the maximum response was obtained) against the rostrocaudal distance of each unit from the rostrolateral border of the SC and, when possible, against the visual best azimuth of multiunit activity recorded in the superficial layers of the same electrode penetration. Figure 8 illustrates how the auditory best azimuths vary with recording site in the SϪ and Sϩ groups from the right SC and in the left, unoperated SC. In each case, the data are superimposed on data obtained in previous studies from normal, adult ferrets. Only tuned units, which represented the great majority of the auditory responses recorded in each group, are included in this and subsequent figures. This is partly for reasons of clarity and partly because the proportion of tuned units did not differ significantly across the groups. It is clear from Figure 8 that a large proportion of auditory units in the SϪ group (lef t panel) were tuned to sound directions that fell outside the normal range of values associated with each recording site. Although the majority were tuned to contralateral locations, a few best azimuths were also found well into the ipsilateral hemifield. In contrast, the auditory best azimuths of all the tuned units recorded beneath the intact superficial layers fell within the normal range (Fig. 8, middle panel) , as did those recorded in the unoperated, left SC (Fig. 8, right panel) . It therefore appears that a partial lesion of the superficial layers led to degradation in the order of the auditory representation that was localized to the region of the deep SC from which the superficial layers had been removed. The range of best azimuths represented in each region of the SC was very similar among all the animals that contributed to each group.
In Figure 9 , different symbols have been used to differentiate between auditory units shown to be bimodal and those that either did not appear to respond to or were not tested with visual stimuli. Many of the units with aberrant auditory best positions were also visually responsive. This appears to indicate that, in the absence of directly overlying superficial layers, visual inputs from other sources do not rescue the auditory topography. We were able to hold the units for long enough to measure their visual receptive fields in only a few cases. For some of these bimodal units, we noted a close correspondence between the auditory and visual best azimuths, whereas, in others, these values varied by 40°or more. We have too few data to be able to describe how the visual azimuths of units recorded in the deeper layers of these animals vary with their rostrocaudal recording site, or whether neonatal removal of the overlying superficial layers alters this relationship.
The auditory representation was quantified by comparing the observed best azimuth for each unit with the value predicted for that recording site from the normal adult map. King and Carlile (1993) have previously reported that the polynomial equation Y ϭ 15.9 Ϫ 13X Ϫ 24.2 X 2 provides the best fit for the auditory azimuth map obtained at sound levels of 25-30 dB above unit threshold (where X is the standardized electrode distance from the rostrolateral pole of the SC in millimeters, and Y the auditory best azimuth in degrees). The distribution of auditory topography errors, which represent the difference between the measured best azimuths and the value predicted from this polynomial function, are shown for each of the groups by the histograms in Figure 10 . The histograms were unimodal and centered on low error values. As expected from Figure 8 , the width of the histograms for both the left SC control data (Fig. 10 B) and the Sϩ group from the right SC (Fig. 10C) was very similar to that found for the normal, adult ferrets (Fig. 10 A) . In contrast, a much greater spread in topography errors was observed for the SϪ group (Fig. 10 D) .
The variances of these topography errors are given in Table 1 , together with the p values of the F tests that were used to compare the variances. Because the scatter in the normal, adult data increases slightly toward the caudal end of the SC, we have restricted these comparisons to data obtained from the same rostrocaudal extent of the nucleus. In the SϪ condition, almost the entire SC was sampled, given that in one of the ferrets only ϳ10% of the superficial layers was left intact. The auditory units comprising the Sϩ group were, however, restricted to the rostral 1.25 mm of the SC. The Sϩ data were, therefore, compared with a subset of the normal adult data from an equivalent rostral region. The variance of the topography errors for the SϪ group, where the superficial layers were missing, was significantly greater than the variance associated with the Sϩ group, the left unoperated SC, or the normal control animals. On the other hand, there was no difference in the scatter in the auditory representation between the rostral region of the right SC with intact superficial layers and either of the two control groups.
Because of the possibility that auditory units located in the SGI might be more affected than those in the stratum griseum profundum (SGP) by aspiration of the superficial layers, we also measured the topography errors in the SϪ group at different depths below the new surface of the SC. However, we found no difference in the variance of the topography errors between auditory units located within 600 m of the surface and those found in deeper regions of the SC ( p ϭ 0.21).
Auditor y-visual alignment
We also examined the relationship between the auditory best azimuths of deeper layer units and the visual best azimuths of multiunit activity recorded in the overlying superficial layers. A close correspondence was found between the restricted visual and auditory representations in the rostral SC for the Sϩ group (Fig.  11, lef t panel) . The auditory best positions of two units were somewhat more contralateral than their superficial layer visual counterparts. These units were, however, recorded from a region of the deeper layers that was beneath the edge of the lesion. On the left control side, the correspondence between the auditory and visual best azimuths throughout the rostrocaudal extent of the SC closely resembled that seen in normal, adult ferrets (Fig.  11, right panel) .
The difference between the auditory and visual coordinates of units recorded in the same vertical electrode penetrations is shown by the histograms in Figure 12 . Like the auditory topography errors shown in Figure 10 , the auditory-visual misalignments in the normal, adult group (Fig. 12 A) , on the left control side of the SC (Fig. 12 B) , and in the Sϩ condition on the right side (Fig. 12C) were small and approximately normally distributed. A series of F tests did not reveal any statistical difference in the variance in the auditory-visual misalignments between any of the three groups (Table 2) .
Partial lesions of the superficial layers in adult ferrets
The data presented so far indicate that partial lesions of the superficial layers in P0 ferrets result in a localized disruption of topographic order in the auditory representation in the deeper layers. This disrupted topography could represent a failure of the auditory space map to develop normally or it might be a consequence of damage to local circuits within the SC that is unrelated to developmental superficial -deep layer interactions. To distinguish between these possibilities, we also examined the consequences of making partial lesions of the superficial layers in two adult ferrets. Recordings made ϳ4 months after the surgery revealed the presence of a normal representation of sound azimuth ventral to both lesioned and nonlesioned regions of the SC. This is shown in Figure 13 , which shows the relationship between the auditory best azimuths of the tuned units and the rostrocaudal location of the recording electrode. Thirty-two auditory units (of a total of 38) were classified as tuned to single sound directions. Histological reconstruction of the electrode tracks revealed that 23 of these units were recorded in regions of the SC from which the superficial layers had been removed. Figure 13A shows that the best azimuths for virtually all of these units fell within the normal range. Moreover, the variance in the auditory topography errors (Fig. 13 B, C) did not differ significantly from that found in normal, adult controls (two-tailed F test, p ϭ 0.47), indicating that, in contrast to the effects of neonatal lesions, the auditory representation beneath the adult lesion was unimpaired.
The lesions in the adult animals left small regions of the SC Figure 11 . Relationship between the representations of visual azimuth in the superficial layers and auditory azimuth in the deeper layers of the superior colliculus. For each vertical electrode penetration, the best visual azimuth is plotted against the auditory best position. Lef t, Filled symbols indicate the responses recorded from the rostral region of the right superior colliculus, where the superficial layers were still intact after a lesion on P0. Right, Filled and open symbols indicate the data obtained from the left, unoperated side. In both panels, the gray symbols represent data from normal adult controls that were used in earlier studies. intact at both the rostral and caudal ends of the nucleus. Figure  13A also includes the auditory best azimuths of nine units that were recorded in one of the two animals from the caudal pole of the SC where the superficial layers were intact. These units were tuned to very contralateral sound directions that closely matched the visual best azimuths of units recorded in this residual region of the superficial layers.
DISCUSSION
Representation of visual space in the superficial layers
Ablation of the caudal half of the optic tectum in adult goldfish (Gaze and Sharma, 1970) and frogs (Udin, 1977) produces a compression of regenerating retinotectal axons, so that the entire visual field becomes mapped over the remaining rostral region. A similar compression of the visual field representation can be induced by making partial SC lesions in neonatal hamsters (Finlay et al., 1979; Finlay, 1989, 1991) . In contrast, our physiological data indicate that partial removal of the superficial layers in P0 ferrets does not lead to a reorganization of the visual representation in the remaining region. The failure to obtain map compression in the ferret SC probably does not reflect excessive target ablation (Pallas and Finlay, 1989) . Although only 10% of the superficial layers was spared in one ferret, 50% or more remained in three of the others. The overall developmental state of the retinal projections at birth in the two species is also similar. Segregation of the uncrossed and crossed retinal axons has not occurred (Linden et al., 1981; Thompson et al., 1995) , and the bulk of ganglion cell death has yet to happen (Tay et al., 1986; Henderson et al., 1988) . What is different is the state of retinotopic order in the SC of newborn hamsters and ferrets. The pattern of retrograde labeling observed after SC injections of fluorescent microspheres indicates that the ferret retincollicular projection possesses a high degree of topographic order on P0. This is consistent with a recent anterograde tracing study by Chalupa and Snider (1998) , which found that retinal axons in neonatal and fetal ferrets exhibit few targeting errors within the contralateral SC. In contrast, the retinocollicular projection in neonatal rats and hamsters (Thompson and Cordery, 1994 ) is initially much more diffuse and depends on activity in the target tissue for its subsequent maturation .
Auditory responses after superficial layer lesions
The auditory responses were normal beneath the intact superficial layers, and their preferred stimulus directions closely matched those of the overlying visual units. In contrast, the range of auditory best azimuths corresponding to each recording site in the region of the SC below the superficial layer lesion was significantly greater than normal. This was true irrespective of the size of the lesion. It is unlikely that the neonatal surgery damaged the auditory afferents to the deeper layers of the SC. In ferrets, the ipsilateral BI N and IC X provide the principal auditory inputs, and the projection from the BI N is spatially ordered along the rostrocaudal axis of the SC (King et al., 1998) . Anterograde tracing studies in mice (Wallace and Fredens, 1989) and cats (Kudo et al., 1984) have shown that afferent fibers from the BIN spread throughout the deeper layers of the SC but are concentrated primarily in SGI and in SGP. After tracer injections in the ferret BI N, the heaviest axonal labeling is found in SGP and, to a lesser extent, in the mid and upper regions of SGI (J. Baron, T. P. Doubell, and A. J. K ing, unpublished observations). As reported in the other studies (Kudo et al., 1984; Wallace and Fredens, 1989 ) some axons also extend into the lower part of SO. Nevertheless, the majority of these afferents course through regions of the SC that are well away from the lesioned area. Moreover, acoustically responsive neurons were found throughout the intermediate and deep layers, and their firing rates and thresholds were clearly unimpaired by the lesions. In addition, the azimuth bandwidths and the proportion of tuned units were no different from those recorded in the unoperated, left SC. If the superficial layers transmit visual signals that contribute to the refinement of the developing auditory space map, the consequences of superficial layer lesions should mimic the effects on the auditory responses of visual deprivation. Disrupting the pattern of visual input during development by binocular eyelid suture leads to the emergence of an auditory representation that is abnormal in various ways Withington, 1992; K ing and C arlile, 1993) . In ferrets, both eyelid suture (King and C arlile, 1993) and superficial layer lesions degrade the precision of the auditory representation without affecting the azimuth-tuning bandwidths of individual units. In each case, many units are tuned to sound directions outside the normal range of values and the proportion of units with spatially ambiguous bilobed response profiles increases.
Auditory responses also develop abnormally in the SC of ferrets in which NMDA receptor antagonists are applied locally, via Elvax implants, during the period over which the auditory map normally matures. This results in more ambiguously tuned auditory units and greater scatter in the auditory representation (Schnupp et al., 1995) . Both changes closely resemble the effects of superficial layer lesions, although, in contrast to the animals raised with Elvax implants, we did not observe a significant reduction in the proportion of tuned auditory units in the present study. The visual map in the superficial layers of the ferret SC was found to be unaffected after removal of the Elvax implants (Schnupp et al., 1995) . It is, therefore, possible that NMDA receptor blockade disrupts the transmission of signals between the superficial and deeper layers, particularly in infancy when excitatory synaptic currents in the SC are dominated by these receptors (Hestrin, 1992; Wu et al., 1996; Shi et al., 1997) .
Partial ablation of the superficial layers of the SC produces a localized disruption of the auditory representation if this procedure is performed at P0, but not in adult animals. Again, this is comparable to the effects of Elvax implantation because chronic application of NMDA receptor antagonists in adult ferrets does not affect the auditory map. The auditory representation is also most susceptible to altered visual cues during an early stage of development (Withington-Wray et al., 1990; King, 1993; Brainard and Knudsen, 1998) .
Do visual signals from the superficial layers guide the development of the auditory space map?
A fairly well ordered map of visual space is found in the deeper layers of the cat SC, which shares the same axes as the superficial layer visual map (Meredith and Stein, 1990 ) and the deep layer auditory map (Middlebrooks and Knudsen, 1984) . Many deep layer visual neurons also respond to sound (Gordon, 1973; Middlebrooks and Knudsen, 1984; Stein, 1986, 1990; , although, in cats, the responses to visual stimuli first appear Ͼ1 week after the first auditory responses . The receptive fields of both modalities are progressively sharpened as the neurons begin to integrate multisensory signals. As long as the deeper layer visual responses possess some spatial tuning and topographic order, they could provide the signals that calibrate the developing auditory space map. An alternative template could be provided by the superficial layer neurons, which exhibit much smaller receptive fields, a more precise topography, and more reliable responses than their deeper layer counterparts (Meredith and Stein, 1990) . Moreover, an adult-like visual map can be demonstrated in the superficial layers in cats (Kao et al., 1994) , ferrets (King and Carlile, 1995) , and primates as soon as the eyes open.
In the region of the SC below the superficial layer lesion, we found that most auditory neurons tested were also visually responsive. It seems likely that, as in cats (Hardy and Stein, 1988; Harting et al., 1992; Niida et al., 1997) , these visual responses arise from extrastriate cortical areas rather than the superficial layers, as appears to be the case in hamsters (Mooney et al., 1992) . Alternatively, they may reflect aberrant inputs from cortical or subcortical regions that normally innervate the superficial layers. In the cat, axons from the posteromedial lateral suprasylvian cortex enter the ipsilateral SC via the SO and arborize in the SGS, SO, and SGI (Bruce, 1993) . We cannot say whether the superficial layer lesion altered the visuotopic organization in the deeper layers and are therefore unable to rule out the possibility that some of the descending corticotectal axons may have been damaged by this procedure. Nevertheless, the presence of visual activity below the lesion was clearly not sufficient to calibrate the spatial tuning of the auditory neurons. Consequently, it seems more likely that neurons within the superficial layers provide signals that actively guide the maturation of the underlying auditory space map.
Topographically organized connections between the superficial and deeper layers of the SC provide a means by which highly localized visual signals could influence the activity of acoustically responsive neurons. Our observation that auditory units recorded below the superficial layer lesion had significantly lower thresholds and higher mean responses than in other parts of the SC is consistent with a descending inhibitory influence from those layers. However, it has recently been demonstrated in SC slices from young tree shrews that excitatory postsynaptic currents can be generated in SGI neurons by electrical stimulation of the superficial layers . The largest currents resulted from activation sites dorsal to the intermediate layer neuron. Although action potentials were also recorded in these neurons, subthreshold excitatory currents could, in principle, provide sufficient depolarization to enhance simultaneous auditory activity in a location-specific manner and subsequently strengthen the synapses associated with those inputs. Our findings would suggest that developmental interactions between visual and auditory inputs take place in the SC. However, in owls, prism rearing alters I TD tuning in both the SC and the IC X (Brainard and Knudsen, 1993) . It is possible that the map of sound azimuth in the mammalian BI N, which provides the principal, spatially ordered auditory input to the SC (King et al., 1998) , may also be influenced by altered visual experience, given that the ferret BI N contains bimodal neurons (Schnupp and King, 1997) and receives a spatially ordered projection from both the superficial and deeper layers of the SC (Baron et al., 1998) .
